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I am sitting outside in my backyard and am surrounded by the smell and sounds of
spring. The sounds of kids and adults alike playing in the park and soccer pitch, the
smell of freshly cut grass, and my favourite; the smell of the first start-up of a lawn
mower. Strange I know. Most people might pick the smell of a neighbour bbq’ing or
flowers in bloom. Anyway, this poor machine has been sitting all fall and winter, waiting
patiently in the shed or garage, for the day it can roar to life again. The scent of the
gas and oil mixture reminds me that track season is upon us and my heart starts to beat
just a little bit faster.
It’s hard to believe that once Contact has been delivered to you, Trillium will have had
2 of our 3 Advanced Driving School events already. As I am not Madam Zorba (though
I can strangely predict when my girls are up to something), I can only tell you that our
April event was wildly successful. Complete with our BMWCCA/CASC Race School, it
was a sell out and was the second event in a row that does so. Judging by the number
of people who have pre-registered for June, I can only assume it will be the same.
One thing I noticed at the April school was the increased interest amongst women.
Some may have been registered unknowingly (there were two in fact) but, after the
initial shock of this ‘present’ wore off, they could not stop telling me how much they
enjoyed their weekend. They truly had no idea how much they would learn and love
a weekend at a track event. I know perhaps I am the rarity when it comes to being a
woman who loves all things motorsports, but I honestly believe that it can be a family
weekend for those who want it to be. My girls are disappointed when they can’t be
with us on these weekends and honestly, I’m looking forward to the day when they are
taught the techniques I am learning now. Husbands/Boyfriends/Partners: Take note.*
I know there are a lot of you who have never taken your car to the track or maybe
even been to a track event. You might read or listen to others’ accounts of their weekends and not understand why it excites them so. I can only encourage you to give it a
try. Who knows, next spring it might be you who, upon the first pull of your lawnmower,
suddenly develops flushed cheeks and an itchy clutch-foot.

Jenn

editor@trillium-bmwclub.ca

Have an article you’d like to submit or an idea for content in our magazine?
We’d love to read it! Please submit all ideas/articles to editor@trillium-bmwclub.ca
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ADVANCED
DRIVING SCHOOL
What are you waiting for?

Join us and see what all the excitement is about.

Don’t Miss Out On Our Last ADS of 2013
October 4th - 6th

Register on our website www.soBMW.ca or via email scott@trillium-bmwclub.ca

What a Trillium Advanced
Driving School (ADS) Offers
• Two Full Days of Instructions & Driving
(Saturday/Sunday)
• One-on-One Instructor/Student Pairing
All Weekend
• Tons of Mosport/CTMP Grand Prix
Track Time
• In-Class Sessions
• Skid Pad Learning
• Saturday Night Track Walk & Dinner
• Tax Receipt

PRESIDENT’S OUTREACH
Isi Papadopoulos, President
As I write this it is only three
days to the first autocross
event of the season and only
one week until the first track
event of the season. I would
like to thank Dave Richer for
organizing another very successful go karting season
which ended in March.
Things are shaping up to
what looks to be a very busy
and exciting season. The
theme of my note this month
is to talk about how the club
can help the community. As
you all know, the club is a nonprofit organization. We are not
flush with cash, nor is driving
profit a priority for the club.
However our members may
be able to spare some time
to help out the club, its members, and the community in
general. In 2012 we launched
the Street Survival Program
which is a community service;
it teaches young drivers the
necessary skills to stay alive
while out on our public roads
and highways. The program
was well received by the students, their parents and the
community in general. This
program could not have been
pulled off without the involvement of the volunteer instructors, the many other volunteers who helped out with
various tasks and the commit-

Colin Campbell and AnneMarie Mediwake, from CBC
News, the moment during the auction our ALMS
passes sold for $2,000 at the
Heart House Hospice Gala.
ment of key club members to
spend large amounts of time
in organizing the events. In
2012 the Trillium Chapter held
2 Street Survival Schools and
the Ottawa Chapter held one.
For 2013 we hope to expand
it across all of Canada.
This year we are engaging
with several charities to help
out in some way. Our primary currency is what some
club members have perhaps
taken for granted: that is the
opportunity to drive or tour
the track at Mosport. There
are thousands of people who
would be thrilled to attend
an event at Mosport, either
as a driver or a passenger.
While the club operates its
advanced driving schools,
there is no reason why we
cannot donate a free school
or a ride with an instructor to
the beneficiaries of charities

who would be thrilled to experience Mosport. In this way
we can help charities raise
money or reward their beneficiaries. Again we would
depend on the generosity of
our club members.
Our first activity relating to
charities this year was the donation of two passes for the
BMW corral at the ALMS race
at Mosport in July. The passes include meeting the BMW
ALMS race team, an up-close
look at the BMW ALMS racecars, participation in the BMW
hospitality corral and general
access to the entire event for
the weekend. The benefiting
charity was the Heart House
Hospice (www.hearthousehospice.com) and through our
donation they were able to
raise almost $2000.
We are in the planning
process that will lead to of-

fering rides at Mosport to
Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Canada (www.bigbrothersbigsisters.ca). Our board is
also holding discussions that
may enable the club to help
the Emmy Duff Foundation
(www.emmyduffscholarship.
org) and the Bikers Against
Despair
(www.thebadride.
com) Organization.
We are blessed with the
good fortune of the opportunity to pursue our passions,
whether it be on the track, at
car shows or at other automotive events. Please join me in
reaching out to help those in
need in our community. I look
forward to your ideas and involvement.

•

isi@trillium-bmwclub.ca
416-678-4025

CHUCK’S AUTO INC.
56 BRYDON DRIVE
ETOBICOKE, ON
(416) 749-9211
info@chucks-auto.com
Mon - Fri 8am-6pm, Sat 9am-3pm

the BMW specialists

BMW Vehicle Sales & Service, Parts & Accessories

20th Anniversary!
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TECH TALK

Q&A with Steve Gailits, Trillium Club Treasurer &
Marshall Papadopoulos, Member at Large
with questions from our readers

What are oxygen sensors and why should
I change them?
Oxygen sensors are installed
in every vehicle since catalytic converters became commonplace, and even in some
vehicles before that. The basic function of an oxygen sensor is to provide feedback to
the computer about how the
car is running. It does this
by analyzing the gases in the
exhaust before and after the
catalysts. By measuring the
values, the engine computer
can figure out whether to add
more or less fuel on the fly
thus making the car run more
efficiently. When oxygen sensors fail they can cause all
sorts of trouble, from a check
engine light to a rough running vehicle. Most people
will take their car to their mechanic at that point, the problem will be diagnosed and the
sensor replaced. What most
people don’t know is that oxygen sensors actually wear out
over time. As they age, they
react more and more slowly
to the gases in the exhaust,
causing the computer to add
a little too much fuel or not
enough. It is hard to notice a
difference in the way the car
feels, but it may be reflected
on your bill at the gas pumps!
Manufacturers
generally
don’t have a maintenance replacement interval for oxygen
sensors and therefore most
people figure their increased
mileage is due to the age of
the vehicle or some other factor. Oxygen sensors are an
important part of the fuel and
ignition system, and as such
should be replaced as a tuneup item rather than as a necessity. A good rule is when-
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ever you change
your spark plugs,
oxygen
sensors
should be done at
the same time. This may
change as newer vehicles
have very extended service
life on spark plugs and oxygen sensors may wear out
before the spark plugs. Diesel engines also have oxygen
sensors, but with a lack of
spark plugs a tune-up doesn’t
include very much, and may
not even be outlined in the
scheduled
maintenance.
A good rule to go by for replacement of oxygen sensors
is around every 120,000 km.

I would like to put
staggered wheels on
my new BMW xDrive.
Is this a good idea?
Staggered wheels and tires
have become quite popular
among BMW enthusiasts for
handling and appearance
purposes alike. The down
side is that the front and
rear tires will never be quite
the same overall diameter,
and so turn at slightly different speeds. This is because
of the way tire sizes work.
If you have a tire that is

225/45R18, that means
that the diameter of the
wheel is 18 inches,
the width of the
tire is 225mm, and
the height of the
sidewall is 45% of
the width of the tire (in this
case 101.25mm). If you put
staggered tires on a car, because of the tire sizes that
are available, you can never
quite get a perfect overall diameter match in two different
widths of tire (a 255/40R18
tire, comparatively, would
have a sidewall height of
102mm, making it a slightly
larger overall diameter than
the 225/45R18 mentioned
above.) Four wheel drive
systems have become quite
advanced over the years
(see AWD, Contact Spring
2013) but some components
never change. The gears
still need to perform the

same task they always have,
sending the power from the
engine to the wheels. In a
two-wheel drive vehicle the
differential allows the wheels
to spin at different speeds,
allowing the car to corner. In
this case, since only one pair
of wheels is driven, you can
install different diameter tires
front and rear. With a four
wheel drive car there is still
a differential at the front and
the rear, however the transfer case that sends the power
to both differentials is driven
from the transmission by one
shaft, and is not meant to be
open. If staggered tires are
put on a four wheel drive car
the overall tire diameter may
be very close, even within
one percent, but it will cause
damage to the transfer case.
This damage will happen
because the front and rear
driveshaft will need to spin at
slightly different speeds and
the gears don’t allow for this
to happen. For this reason it
would not be a good idea to
install staggered tires on a
four wheel drive car, otherwise very expensive damage
to the drivetrain could occur.

•

We love your questions! If
you have any you would like
answered, please send them
to tech@trillium-bmwclub.ca

ActiveHybrid 7
2013 BMW

Written by Dave Penkew

Back when hybrids were confined to dorky design iterations of normal cars, we often wondered when this next
level technology would be
wrapped in desirable packages. We pondered if the Honda Insight and Toyota Prius
might spawn more attractive
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mainstream designs and filter
into other sectors like sport,
luxury or both. The idea of
driving some left-of-centre
appearing hybrid was a turn
off for us, but the technology
is now becoming commonplace under the sheet metal
and now includes all of the

accoutrements that discerning buyers expect – enter the
2013 BMW ActiveHybrid 7.
While a car like the Lexus
LS600hL might have been
ground breaking years ago,
the fuel-miser luxury car
niche is becoming a crowded
one. All of the big German

luxury sedans are looking to
keep themselves relevant by
going with the trend to trim
fuel costs and reduce carbon
footprints. The 7-series is no
exception since it comes in
diesel form over in Europe
and the spectacular V12 will
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

likely be cut only to add the
turbo six to the bottom of the
line. This, BMW hopes is going to add to their bottom line
and the ActiveHybrid 7 aims
to nail all of the touch points
with today’s affluent, yet environmentally conscious buyer,
an individual that never existed before in decades past.
One of the hang-ups we
have with hybrids are their
campy attempts at attracting
attention to the fact they are
world-saving hybrids. Do we
really need all of the badging, unusual wheels, fancy
bodywork, electric blue everything and in the case of GM
Hybrid SUVs; nice pieces of
hybrid flare on the exterior?
We don’t find it all th at important to broadcast, and BMW
has given the ActiveHybrids
a relatively subtle approach.
Yes, there are unique wheels
(although we ran the winter
tire package) but at least no

ridiculous colours or windshield banners. Finished in
Mineral White Metallic, the
ActiveHybrid 7 blended in
well since saving the planet
doesn’t always have to mean
driving a rolling billboard.
New for 2013, the facelift of
the F01 chassis is extremely
subtle. There is just enough
tweaked on the front end
to let other motorists know
you’re driving the latest 7er.

While we agree there is nothing inherently wrong with the
appearance of the 7-series, it
can easily be mistaken for a
5-series. And if you are driving a six-figure flagship from
Deutschland, you probably
want others to know.
The real talking-point about
the 2013 ActiveHybrid 7 however, is obviously the new
powertrain. What we find under the lid is not a V8 but the

N55 inline six cylinder with a
twin scroll turbo for some extra thrust. The 3.0L motor has
asserted itself well in the lineup from 1 through 7 but here
in the ActiveHybrid 3/5/7 applications, it’s part of a hybrid
electric system that promises
to deliver on all fronts.
The
turbo
powerplant
is
tasked
with
pulling
around this hefty 2,123 kg
(4,680-pound)
behemoth
with some degree of excitement and provide single digit
fuel economy numbers doing
it. Sounds complex but BMW
engineers made it happen
with 315 horsepower coming on at 5,800 rpm and a respectable 332 lb-ft of torque.
This in addition to the power
provided by the electric motor, the combined 349 hp /
367 lb-ft pushes this brawny
long-wheel base sedan out
of the hole in a hurry. The
ActiveHybrid 7 will propel itself from 0-60 mph (96 km/h)

in only 5.6-seconds and although slower than the V8
predecessor, is still progress.
As luck would have it, our
booking fell right in line with
a long trip we had to take.
We’d be hard pressed to
think of a more suitable for
the task, with its fuel savings,
luxury appointments and
ultra-smooth interaction with
rough roads. And as we expected, the four hour drive to
the hotel elapsed effortlessly.
The 8-speed ZF transmission
was outstandingly smooth
and can get more aggressive
in Sport+ mode especially
considering the colder temperatures made the most of
the turbo mill.
The ActiveHybrid 7 is naturally fitted with start / stop
Efficient Dynamics and we
didn’t find this obnoxious
at the numerous downtown
stoplights. Call us strange,
but we actually enjoyed the
serenity afforded by the mo-

tor kill tech inside our heavily
insulated cocoon.
Inside the cabin is all of
the welcome luxury one expects in this executive offering. Since this was the long
wheelbase, the comfort and
leg room in the rear section
was impressive. Our tester
had the $3,500 multimedia
package with the twin LCD
touchscreens that scrolled
through entertainment, Nav

and vehicle info with ease. By
contrast, the way these LCDs
are mounted seems awkward
and without the slick seat integration, we wondered of
some sort of 3rd party mount
for an iPad3 would not only be
cheaper but more versatile.
The supple light saddle
brown Nappa leather certainly fits the part and the classy
ash inserts were a treatment that makes it timeless.

Beyond that, we’ve heard
criticisms of BMW interiors
looking too alike and a tad
bland, but their functionality
is intact and believe they age
quite well. Although we have
to give the edge to the 6-series Gran Coupe for breaking
rank with BMW interiors, a
coup we’d like to see in the 7.
Located the centre console is BMW’s updated iDrive. We got a look at the
next generation ConnectedDrive with a touch pad on
the iDrive character recognition but alas, it isn’t here yet.
The latest version is blazing fast and has the 3D Nav
that North America has been
waiting for. The iPhone cradle in the centre console unfortunately didn’t work with
our iPhone5 since Apple has
changed the connector but
we have connected our 4S
in the past. We did however,
bring the new cable and plug
Continued on next page

95 Barber Greene Road
Suite 100, Toronto
Ontario, M3C 3E9
www.devrylaw.ca

Devry Smith Frank LLP
Lawyers & Mediators

We are full service law firm with 50 lawyers on staff offering:
corporate expertise
Bankruptcy & Insolvency
Business & Corporate Services
• Collections & Mortgage Recovery
• Commercial Lending
• Commercial Litigation
• Commercial Real Estate
• Construction Law
• Employer Law
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Franchise Law
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• Tax Planning
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Litigation
Planning
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HISTORY WRITTEN IN TEXAS
Written by Ian Rae

Continued from previous page

it into the USB for seamless
audio playback and connection to the BMW Apps.
The crisp heads-up display
is customizable and can include some of the navigation
turn-by-turn which greatly
counters driver distraction.
And speaking of distraction,
we flipped on the night vision
(part of the $3,300 Technology Package) and could see
critters well in advance since
it lights up warm bodies like a
Christmas tree.
With the two of us editors
riding up front, the ActiveHybrid 7 was over 2,268 kg
(5,000-pounds). A sedan of
that size shouldn’t be able
to carve up the tarmac well
but the Active Hybrid 7 does
a decent job doing so. Now
keep in mind, the 7 was on
Pirelli Sottozeros, a decent
performing winter tire but
still a winter tire. The RWD
configuration with all that
Lithium-ion mass over the
rear wheels engaged any on
/ off ramp with vigor. When
in Comfort or Comfort+, the
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suspension eases up and absorbs everything wrong with
the world around you.
The braking capability has
never been a point of contention with BMW products
on the street or on the track.
In the ActiveHybrid 7, the
braking is not only capable
but regenerative too. We’ve
experienced some systems
that most certainly need
some refining but that is not
the case here.
With some gas-chassisturned-hybrids, the trunk
space might be sent to the
sacrificial altar. However, the
volume in the stern of the
vehicle seems quite ample
and might be considered almost normal if you didn’t see
the ‘ActiveHybrid 7’ badge
on the false wall. While the
standard 7-series has 500
litres of trunk space, the ActiveHybrid 7 has 360L and
curiously, a slightly smaller
gas tank with only 76 litres
versus 80. When saving the
planet, sacrifices need to
be made and we didn’t find
the reduced volume to be a

bother with three nights of
luggage and camera gear. A
week in our Active Hybrid 7
left us thinking that we didn’t
compromise and were winning at the pumps.
The overall experience
was nearly everything we expect in a 7, if you want more
sport suck it up and get an
Alpina B7 but if you want a
certain flavour of responsible
luxury, this is a solid option.
The fuel economy on the
ActiveHybrid 7 was impressive as it consumes only 9.4
L/100km for city, and a scant
6.6 L/100km on the highway,
which we confirmed in tests.
With a combined rating of
8.1 L/100km you’ll get very
impressive range out of this
full-size luxury sedan. The
Eco Pro setting with the driving assistant and coasting
mode will modify duty of subsystems and even decouple
the engine while coasting to
achieve these numbers.
Should the batteries have
sufficient charge, none of the
fuel economy matters. The
ActiveHybrid 7 will operate in

full electric mode with moderate throttle for 4.0 km with a
top speed of 60 km/h. While
this is something we didn’t
attempt, it would certainly be
challenging to gently accelerate and travel under 60 km/h
for extended periods without
enraging motorists.
At $140,200 the 2013 ActiveHybrid 7 might not be for
everyone but for the captains of industry preaching
sustainability, it would make
an appropriate vehicle to
park in their reserved spot.
Our tester reached $147,300
and requires a $2,095 destination charge on top of that.
Since the majority of 7-series are for business purposes many of them will be
leased. We shudder to think
what the cost of ownership
might be for a car like this off
warranty. We’re sure some
of the ActiveHybrid-specific
components are very pricey
but will certainly have done
its part saving the environment for everyone else during its lifecycle.

•

When Grand-Am released
the schedule for 2013, I
knew it was going to be
different from the year before. Gone was the oval at
Homestead but I would not
complain about that; it was
never my favorite track to
shoot at. The early season
fixture that did grab my attention was the event at the
Circuit of The Americas, located just outside of Austin.
I remember watching the
inaugural Formula One race
from COTA on TV and thinking wow, what a cool track.
Driving up to the circuit on

Wednesday evening after
picking up my credentials
the feeling then became
WOW. It was an impressive
sight indeed.
For me, the event would be
my first Grand-Am meeting of
the year; it would be a chance
to hang out with friends and
acquaintances I had not seen
since the final race of 2012 at
Lime Rock Park. It would give
me a chance to meet up with
those racers I had ‘friended’
over the winter on Facebook.
It was going to be a good
weekend, a great break away
from the cold and snow that

had no thought of leaving
Southern Ontario.
So what was new? The
Rolex series would hold a lot
more interest for me. Team
Sahlen had left the GT class,
purchased a couple of Riley
BMWs and joined the Daytona Prototype class. The Turner Motorsport GT effort had a
bit of a shake-up with two GT
cars being run for the whole
season, and the GS team reduced to one entry for Bill Auberlen and Paul Dalla Lana.
The Continental Tire Sports
Car Challenge would no longer feature the MINIs of RSR

Above: It was a fairytale weekend for Turner Motorsport
Motorsports, who had moved
over to Hondas once time was
called on the R53 Cooper at
the end of 2012. The BMW
contingent would be almost
equally split between the 1
Series and the 3 Series, with
a few of the teams moving to
Dinan Engineering as their
engine builder.
So how did COTA turn out?
For a photographer like me,
lots of walking and sore feet at
the end of every day. After all,
Continued on next page
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Drive Review:

2013 BMW Z4 sDrive 35iS
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the circuit is 3.427 miles long
with twenty turns and 133 feet
of elevation change. A bigger
problem was the lack of shooting holes in the catch fencing.
On a positive note, there were
many good shooting opportunities including the 251-foot tall
observation tower located by
the Austin 360 Amphitheater.
With all the patriotic red, blue
and white paint lining the track,
the opportunities for artistic
shots are plentiful.
The drivers I talked to all had
positive things to say about
COTA with its technical layout
and superb Formula 1 spec
garages. Jeff Mosing, driver
of the #56 Mosing Motorcars/
Atomic Capital BMW 328i had
this to say, “It’s the most mentally demanding track I have
ever been on. Every driver
likes to think they’ve made a
perfect lap somewhere. It will
be a long time before anyone
claims one here at the Circuit of the Americas. It’s just
that tough to get right every
time.” Al Carter, driver of the
B+ Foundation Fall-Line Motorsport M3 agreed with that
statement, “COTA certainly
delivered on its inaugural
Grand-Am weekend. A big
crowd! Amazing facilities! It is

a fun track to drive, but difficult
to get all twenty turns right on
any single lap. There was tight
racing, but we still had plenty
of passing opportunities.”
So what made the event
historic? Everyone I talked to
wanted to have the first win
at COTA on their resume but
getting that win was going
to be difficult. Turner Motorsport stepped up to the plate
for BMW and took the GS
win for the Munich marque
in the CTSCC with Bill Auberlen and Toronto resident
Paul Dalla Lana returning
to their winning ways. The
excitement and pride in the
Turner camp was evident as
Will Turner walked away from
the podium ceremony pumping his fist in the air. However
it was a different story as I
stood in their pit as the Rolex
race was coming to a conclusion; Turner was in danger
of biting his fingernails to the
quick. It was all action during those last few laps and
no matter how many times
Turner goes through it, he
never counts his chickens
before they have hatched. In
this case Auberlen prevailed
and brought the NorthWest
Value Partners’ M3 home for
his and Dalla Lana’s second

Above: Leader Terry
Borchelor’s Burton Racing
128i, before falling to third.
win of the day; a feat that has
only been accomplished once
before by none other than the
same two BMW stalwarts. A
smiling Turner said, “What
a surreal weekend! Coming into both races we were
hopeful for a good result but
never imagined double wins.
The competition is so tough
in Grand AM that one podium
is an accomplishment.”
Were BMW happy with
the result? While BMW NA
Motorsport manager Gordon
McDonnell would have loved
to have a Dinan BMW powered Daytona Prototype in
the Winner’s Circle as well,
the grin he sported and the
thumbs up I got at the end of
the race told the story. History had been written and
no matter how many times
Grand-Am returns to this
magnificent facility, there will
be only one first time winner.
Congratulations to Bill Auberlen and Paul Dalla Lana
on two fine drives and to Will
Turner and his whole team at
the track and back home in
Amesbury, MA.

•

3 cans of alphabet soup later and I still don’t have
the whole name. Of course BMW’s nomenclature
tells you a lot about what’s under the badge.
Here we have the latest rendition of the Z4 roadster. “sDrive” denotes a rear wheel drive layout
(as opposed to xDrive for all-wheel drive) and ‘35i’
refers to the engine spec, in this case a forced
induction fuel injected 3 liter inline 6 (yes, the 5 is
mysterious and we’ve yet to decode it, it probably
means, “relax, it’s just a badge.”) Finally the most
important character, “S.”
Continued on next page
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“S” stands for sport, and
sport driving is right up our
alley. How does BMW’s spicy
version of the Z4 perform? Is
it worth the extra money, or
should one sign for the standard Z4 – better off spending
the money elsewhere?
Let’s look at the standard
Z4 sDrive 35i to start off. Making 306hp at 5,800 rpm, its
twin turbo 3.0L inline 6 (N54)
is highly tuned with precision
direct injection. 295 lb-ft of
torque is produced from 1,300
rpm all the way to 5000 spins
per minute. No one will accuse this car of being slow.
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The iS on the other hand
receives 340hp at 5,900 rpm
from an even further tuned
N54 engine architecture. Increased boost is responsible
for the power jump, along with
higher torque output: 332 lb-ft
available from 1,500 rpm with
an additional 37 lb-ft available for temporary boosts of
acceleration bringing the total
torque output to 369 lb-ft with
foot-to-floor. This increased
performance is secondary to
a larger, free-flowing intake
manifold, increased peak turbo boost, a new high-flow exhaust, and reworked engine
management.

“0-60 times are accomplished in a blistering 4.7
seconds.”
All this in a 1,525 kg (3,362
lb) hardtop convertible roadster – the performance that
follows is unsurprising then:
0-60 times are accomplished
in a blistering 4.7 seconds.
In practice, BMW’s latest
Z4 feels relaxed, ready for an
open-air drive. Adaptive suspension provided by M division allows for a split personality: sleeping puppy mode or
scared cat. Unfortunately, we
found major, persistent understeer while prodding the

Z4’s limits; perhaps the legal
team had a little too much say
in the final setup. Short of a
Scandinavian flick, it is all but
impossible to get this car to
rotate. A possible explanation
for this conservative handling
measure could be the seating
position inherent to the car.
Sitting well-nigh ‘on’ the rear
axle, the driver is treated to a
very unique sensation when
the tail breaks lose – this increased lateral movement
could frazzle even some experienced drivers. Ultimately,
BMW has played it safe with
this car’s at-the-limit handling
characteristics.

That is not to say that the
Z4 sDrive 35iS can’t handle!
No, on the contrary we were
impressed with the lateral
grip this car is capable of. It’s
not every day that you’ll find
a sports car capable of lifting
its inside wheel – and that is
precisely what this stock Z4
is capable of!
“… a split personality:
sleeping puppy mode or
scared cat”
Speaking of wheels, we
were taken aback by the
timeless style of BMW’s
wheels on option. Check out

BMW’s gorgeous “Ferrariesque” 5-spoke lightweight
alloys by perusing the BMW
Canada website. In our opinion, these could be the most
beautiful
BMW-designed
wheels in recent times –
classic, simple, exotic.
Top down, a deeper, throatier exhaust note resonates
through the stylish cabin. ‘iS’
specific interior trim brightens
things up with carbon fibre stylized brushed-aluminum surfaces. Tasteful M badges greet
you throughout the interior,
reminding you of the $10,000
premium you’ve paid for Munich’s finest Z4 rendition.

On the exterior, changes
to the body are subtle but
functional, as wind tunnel
tested by the M engineers.
An aggressive front bumper
features matte aluminum
horizontal bars in each outer air intake while the rear
of the car is treated to a revised bumper with accentuated tailpipe surrounds and
a black textured rear diffuser.
“… the driver is treated
to a very unique sensation
when the tail breaks lose.”

Have we any complaints?
Yes, two to be exact. First,
we are frustrated by the
Z4’s persistent understeer.
Second, we are troubled by
the lack of a proper manual
transmission! We are greatly disappointed by this decision wherein an otherwise
track-ready
performance
car is deprived of a playful
6-speed gearbox, your left
foot left to slumber while
you pilot this Z4.
In our original review of
the 2011 Z4 sDrive 35iS we
were absolutely baffled by
BMW’s decision to fit teeny
Continued on next page
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“push/pull” shift buttons on
the steering wheel. What an
absurd choice to make when
rummaging through Munich’s
parts bin: “Let’s see, we have
the preferred paddle shifters
as created by Ferrari and fitted to modern F1 cars… and
in this bin we have some kind
of oddly shaped children’s
toy.” Why pick the latter? In
a BMW that is otherwise performance focused and highly
tuned, by the M division no
less, we were simply stupefied by the silly shift buttons
fitted as the only option on
this Z4 sDrive 35iS. They are
annoying, finicky, too small
– ultimately pointless. Just
leave the transmission in
auto mode because you will
probably be faster as you quit
fumbling for the cheap-feeling buttons. Thankfully, BMW
has listened to our qualms
among the likely chorus of

complaints fielded by purist
drivers, and have ditched the
silly steering wheel shift buttons in favour of proper shift
paddles. Right for upshift, left
for downshift, just as God intended.
“… we were impressed
with the lateral grip this
car is capable of.”
All of these complaints
beg the $10,000 question: is
the ‘iS’ worth the premium?
The answer to this question
is complicated and differs
depending on your driving

style. If you do not intend
to explore your car’s performance envelope and are satisfied to show off your rolling
artwork to a “slower” crowd
(we speak of speed, not intelligence!) then we could
see the appeal in terms of
its spruced up interior, and
bragging-rights numbers.
“… a deeper, throatier
exhaust note resonates
through the stylish cabin.”
But if you are a driver’s
driver - a track day warrior
who begs to exploit every

Part 2 of “The AWD Debate”

ounce of your car’s performance - leave this model
at the dealership while you
drive away in a Z4 sDrive 35i.
That uncomfortable lump in
your back pocket is 10,000
big ones, and we can think
of many ways to spend that
money. After all, 10K buys
a lot of track time, tires, and
premium fuel; all while enjoying the bliss of your manual
6-speed.
In summary, BMW’s Z4
sDrive 35iS is a beautiful example of modern roadster design wherein, “One must be
able to touch the rear wheel
whilst sitting in the driver’s
seat.” Depending upon your
driving style, the Z4 sDrive
35iS could be your ideal roadster. After all, this lengthy
name spells, “sports car.”

TERMS OF EN-GEAR-MENT
Written by Rob Carr

•

Although some of the AWD
myths may have played a
role in the purchase of a 4x4,
it’s still not a reason to fill up
on fertilizer and fuel oil and
drive through the dealership
window screaming “Damn
you all for your deceptive
marketing!” Maybe for the
“164 easy bi-weekly payments of $395”, but not for
‘misunderstandings’
about
all-wheel drive. 4x4 vehicles
have been around for almost
100 years and, in certain applications, do a job 4x2 vehicles don’t do nearly as well.
What does 4x4 technology
really give you?
Right after fire, the wheel
and the lever, the gear is one
of the world’s greatest inventions. Got a wheel turning
clockwise? Use another gear
and turn it counter-clockwise.
Want to turn two gears with a
single gear? Place one each
on either side of a driving
gear and you get results. How
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about turning gears at different
speeds? For example, a gear
with 6 cogs linked to one with
12 could mean that the 6 cog
gear will need to turn twice to
get 12 cog to turn once. This
concept of ‘turn multiplication’
or ‘turn division’ is so powerful that clockmakers and mechanical engineers simply call
it a God Send. It forms the
basic principle of many gear
systems but, the one we are
interested in is called a ‘differential’. Without differentials
modern motoring would be a
lot less modern.
Imagine an engine with a
single spinning shaft as an
output, like in an airplane but
instead of a propeller affixed
to the shaft, you attach two
wheels. Not a problem if using some simple gears. To
make things even more simple imagine that one turn of
the engine fully turns the driving wheels once. In a world
designed by runway design-

ers everything remains simple. But it seems when the
Romans decided to build the
foundations of today’s modern road system, they added
turns. Have you seen the
Coliseum? How about fusilli?
The Italians clearly have a
love of turns.
There is some bad news
though. It turns out the ‘one
turn of engine = one turn of
driving wheels’ formula runs
into trouble in a . . . turn. Imagine you are now in Colorado or Washington State
and are ‘floating’ above your
car. As the car makes a turn
you note the wheels on the
inside of the turn are driving
along the circumference of a
smaller circle than the outer
wheels. Something isn’t going to add up. If the outer
wheels need to get around
a bigger circle in the same
time the inner wheels complete the inner circle, how do
you keep your car from being

ripped in half or go skidding
wildly all over the place? The
outer wheels are going to
need to speed up or the inner
wheels slow down. But if both
are attached to the same engine how can that happen?
Use a ‘differential’.
A differential gear system
can take one input (the engine), drive 2 outputs (the
wheels) and drive the outputs at different speeds. In
fact, all that really needs to
be done is to allow the outer
wheel to continue to turn at
whatever speed it was turning when it entered the curve
but to somehow reduce the
number of turns the inner
wheels turns. This clever idea
is actually very well demonstrated in a 1932 Chrysler
movie reel found on YouTube
(http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=K4JhruinbWc.)
It’d be nice to have an easier URL to follow (and the
Continued on next page
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whole motorcycle demo
doesn’t make a lot a sense)
but trust me when I say this
is the best video ever made
on how a differential works.
What is not explained in the
video is why one wheel is
being stopped or ‘resisted’.
Basically, as a car makes a
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turn the engine is attempting
to turn the inner wheel at the
same speed as the outer. Because the tires are gripping
the road so well, this offers a
resistance that activates the
differential system in a way
to reduce the number engine
turns that can be transferred
to the inner wheel. This con-

cept is called ‘slip’. Gears
don’t actually slip against
one another but the number
of engine turns transferred to
the inner wheel slips behind
the outer. What if there is no
resistance to the inner wheel
attempting to slip in place?
Ever hear of ‘drifting’? Some
cars even offer locking the
inner and outer wheel together as a feature so they
spin at the same speed. This
is how Ken Block makes a
living. Don’t expect tire manufacturers to object either.
Differentials make life easier
for tires.
Based on all the above
information, it seems as
though the differential is
good enough, so why bother
with 4x4? Think of this scenario: What happens if you
have one stuck wheel and
the other wheel is suspended
in the air? The basic differential design will spin the suspended wheel (which has no
resistance) while letting the
stuck wheel (which has most
resistance) ‘slip’. In other
words, it’s useless. Now, if
you had another differential
on the other pair of wheels
and it too was linked to the
engine, you’d be like Spiderman but able to shoot webs
from your feet as well as your
hands. Certainly with 4 ways

to grab onto something you’d
always be able to get grip and
keep swinging. Spiderman
is a good analogy. The web
shooters are the drive system, the webs the tires, and
the buildings Spidey swings
to being the road. What if
Spidey’s web doesn’t stick?
The web shooter can’t fix that
problem. What if Spiderman
is swinging between 4 buildings called Vaseline, Lubraderm, Statoil, and WD40?
He’ll need a parachute. The
point here is 4x4 increases
your odds of sending power
to a wheel that has traction;
it doesn’t make traction. Driving any kind of vehicle onto a
road surface with very poor
traction is something to steer
clear of. Still, if the odds for
being able to apply power to
a wheel or wheels with more
traction are greater, why not
4x4 for all?
While 4x4 technology
combines both front and
rear wheel drive, which
could be advantageous at
a particular time, it also
comes with its own set of
disadvantages. Firstly more
parts for front, rear, and central differentials. The center
is used to send power to the
front and rear differential
sets as required since either
set may need to spin wheels
at different speeds. More
parts drive up build, maintenance and repair costs. A
complex drive system may
also drive up other repair
costs if removal is required
to repair non-drive system
parts. Second, mileage often tends to be poorer with
4x4 vehicles. Each gearto-gear linkage and system
interconnects all bleed energy. Manufacturers sometimes tackle this problem
by turning off their 4x4 system when ‘not needed.’ In
other words, they want 4x2
sometimes. But even with
this feature, expect to gas

up the 4x4 more often. Another ‘caveat emptor’ waiting for buyers is that while
all manufactures agree that
round wheels are a standard design, there are no
standards for 4x4 systems.
There are many systems on
the market. With few explanations and no standards,
how can you tell whether
one is better than another?
Cost alone isn’t enough.
Some systems jump into action in milliseconds others,
too-many-seconds. A slower
system is fine for a snowedin driveway, fatal if speeding
along the highway.
Finally, there is the application itself. You pay taxes
to maintain a road system
that is maintained for a twowheel vehicle standard, everything from 18-wheelers to
mopeds. Snow is cleared,
and if you live outside Toronto, holes patched...mostly.

Even the weather is scheming against 4x4 for winter
driving as snowfall decreases year by year in Canada’s
most lucrative auto market.
Technology too is helping to
minimize the RWD and FWD
disadvantages in driving
situations where they have
not traditionally performed
well. As of 2011, the federal
government has mandated
stability control on practi-

cally all motor vehicles plying Canada’s highways and
byways (http://www.tc.gc.ca/
eng/roadsafety/tp-tp14651vs200701-menu-738.htm).
Will AWD become mandatory? No plans for now or
even the future. Smarter,
better built, lower cost vehicles are getting the job done
of moving people and cargo
for the majority of the motoring public.

Perhaps you are planning a
trip to the Sahara or even the
local construction site. Maybe
you live on a ski resort or just
like to drift with Ken B. I’d go
for a nice 4x4 then. But snow
tires, careful driving and opting
to stay home one day a year
because of “Snowmaggedon”
makes my 2-wheeler a perfect
choice. The ‘more’ of 4x4 is
less for me.

•

STREET SURVIVAL
SCHOOL It is for ALL Drivers!

OUR PROGRAM PROVIDES:

• One-on-one, in car instruction
• In-classroom learning and collaboration
• Hands-on, emergency situation recovery and
avoidance manoeuvres
• Skid pad and other car control exercises
• Safety demonstrations by professional
emergency services personnel
• Opportunity to learn how to handle
your own car in emergency situations
• Lots of learning and lots of fun in a
friendly and supportive environment!

ACT NOW!

The school is held on a private and closed course, in a closely supervised environment.
It is supported by volunteers and sponsors who care about our communities.

2013 Schedule
Dates: Sunday August 11th & Sunday November 3rd
Duration: 8:30 am – 5:00 pm, Lunch Included
Location: The Powerade Centre, Brampton ON
Cost: $75 per student
Participants*: Any driver with a valid Ontario G2 or
G Driver’s License. A G1 license is not accepted. For
non-Ontario license holders, you must have an equivalent
valid G2 or G license to participate. All ages welcome.

REGISTER
& Spread the word!
streetsurvival@trillium-bmwclub.ca

www.soBMW.ca
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YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR
Written by Dave Richer

It was my first track day outside of the Trillium BMW Club
ADS and it was devoid of an
instructor in my passenger
seat. The voice guiding me
saying things like, “Turn in
earlier here! Brake less here!
I don’t care what your mother
baked for dinner last night,
focus on the road!” was a
mere luxury before today. Today I was on my own at Mosport GP. I think you can see
where this article is headed.
A few days before, a friend
and I took advantage of a $250
lapping day with an organizer
who shall remain nameless.
What a steal! Considering
most lapping days are any-
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where between $350.00 and
$900.00. Do you remember
the Walmart television commercial where the woman
(who has just paid for her
items) is briskly walking out
of the store screaming to her
husband “Start the car! Start
the car!”? Getting such a good
deal on her purchases made
her feel like she was stealing.
That’s how we felt.
Waking up bright and early we headed to the world
famous, former F1 track
known as Canadian Tire Motorsport Park (Mosport). The
drivers meeting was supposed to start at 8am and
the first run group was to be
on the track at 9am. Two run
groups would be out on
track; group A, which
would be the experienced
bunch, and
group
B
which
they

classed as the non-experienced. Group B was required to have an instructor
ride along with them. Before
the drivers meeting the organizer walked around the
paddock asking drivers what
kind of track experience they
had. He came up to me and
asked “Have you ever driven
here before?” To which I replied proudly, with my head
held high, “Yes.” Well, faster than Vin Diesel can shift
into 2nd gear, he handed
me an advanced sticker
and walked away to find the
next driver to “prequalify.” I
was a little stunned and, to
be quite frank, a little nervous that I would be in the
advanced group only having driven around the track
once the previous year with
the Trillium Club. I thought to
myself “If he gave me an A
group sticker so swiftly, who
else did he give a sticker to?”
The friend who I came with
(who had just had an A sticker shoved in his face without
question, probably because
he looked the part and drove
a race prepped E36 M3)
was also leery of how
the drivers were

classed. We decided to
walk around the paddock
to see who else had an A
sticker on their windshield.
There were 3 Nissan Skyline
GTR’s parked side by side,
what seemed like enough
Mitsubishi Lancers to fill a
showroom, RX7’s, tons of
Subaru’s, Acura’s and the
odd Domestic car; I swear
they all had cold air intakes
and a shot of NOS. Looking at their windshields we
noticed they all had A’s on
them. Hmm, that’s interesting. We counted almost 35
cars in the advanced group
and 10 cars in the beginner
group. That seemed a little
lopsided but hey, whatever,
we were there, we paid, let’s
go drive.
Looking at the time we
commented that the drivers
meeting should have started
already, yet there hadn’t been
an announcement. Another
10 minutes rolled by when a
voice on a megaphone delivered the booming echo “drivers meeting at the tower in
five minutes!” Finally! It was
already 9am. As everyone
gathered around the tower
the organizer apologized for
the delay. Turns out it was
due to not having enough
Marshalls, the last Marshal
was on their way in. He then
spits out something about

keeping it clean, don’t be idiots and watch for flags. I suppose he felt like that speech
was sufficient enough to
prepare the drivers, who
were about to go on track
at over 200km/hr., because
he proceeded to step down
off the chair he was standing on. The meeting was
over? We all looked at each
other with eyebrows raised
and jaws dropped. Some of
the drivers started shouting
out valid questions like “Are
there passing zones? Is it
point-by passing? What are
the flags?” The half-assed
answers given by the organizer barely satisfied the most
novice of drivers. Thankfully,
one of the Marshals standing
nearby also noticed that the
meeting was a complete and
utter disaster and managed
to relieve our concerns about
the rules and went through
the flags and their meanings.
Great, time to have some
fun! My first few laps I was
thinking all about being on
track, just me and my car. It
is quite the experience; I felt
closer to it, I felt the road, the
bumps and twitches, how
the grip changed at different parts of the track. Maybe
I was more aware, I don’t
know. All I knew was there
was no one telling me to reel
it in and holding the reigns.
The car talked to me, it told
me what it was going to do
but I felt like I already knew
what it was going to say. I
pushed it more and more and
it taunted me with a smile and
said “come on, you can do
better than that.”
I was snapped out of my
reverie when I realized that
another driver came really
close to me. Whoa, that guy
just passed me without a point
by. Weren’t those the rules?
Wow that guy is taking turn 5
really fast, annnnnnd he spun
out. What’s going on here?
Who was I on track with?

With the first session over,
my friend and I regrouped in
the paddock and reflected
on how poorly the drivers
meeting was run and grumbled about how the drivers in
the first session had no clue
how to lap safely. Hindsight
being 20/20, there should
have also been some mention in the driver’s meeting
about how to keep your car
properly maintained too because, towards the end of
the second session, I didn’t
realize that one of my cooling lines at the rear of the
engine had let go. Coolant
was spewing out towards the
rear of my car coming out of
turn 10. In the middle of turn
1 I experienced what we all
know as “oversteer.” In my
mind I was thinking “okay,
just a little steering input,
keep on the gas and bob’s
your uncle!” Except my front
tires had full grip and my rear
tires had none, so that small
amount of oversteer quickly
turned into a “Holy **** I can’t
turn the wheel anymore and
the car’s still coming around.
What the hell happened?”
All of this is running through
my mind as I complete a 360
degree spin and come to rest
after tapping the inside wall.
No amount of steering, brake
or throttle input could have
saved it. I thought for sure I
could have done something
different but, based on the
video evidence and passenger testimony, it was going to
happen no matter who was
behind the wheel.
As I sat in the car, off in
the grass (the car had minimal damage but no coolant
left) we sat patiently for the
cars to finish their last lap
so we can coordinate the
tow. We waited (vrooooom)
and waited (vroooom.) Why
were the cars still out on the
track? Could it be that there
was only the bare minimum

Driven to Protect.

• absorbs impacts and
reduces risk of damage
• fabric covered magnets
protect your paintwork

Available at

Continued on next page
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number of Marshall’s policing the track and they probably didn’t even know I was
there? After almost 20 minutes the organizer finally
peeps over the wall and
says” You okay? You need
a tow?”
I can only imagine what my facial expression looked like (something
like:”umm, hello and welcome to planet earth.”) I advised him that I had leaked
coolant near the entry of the
turn and someone should inspect it before the next session. He looked over in the
general direction of Turn 1
and replied “I’ll have someone to come and get you.”
He appeared not to care
about inspecting the track,
as if it was a waste of time
and there was someplace
better he could’ve been. I
never did see anyone putting down any absorption
A COLLABORATION OF:

material on the coolant, so
the track would’ve still been
slippery for the next session.
Eventually the “tow truck”
(and I use that term loosely)
showed up. More accurately
it was, in fact a Jeep Grand
Cherokee with tinted windows and some rope. Don’t
get me wrong, I’m glad to get
a tow anytime but one of my
biggest pet peeves is when
someone tows your car without actually knowing how to
tow. I think I’m still recovering
from the several occurrences
of whiplash from the huge
amount of slack on the rope
being quickly jerked tight, violently pulling the car and simulating a rear end collision.
That day changed my tune
about ‘discounted’ open lapping days. Sitting in my car,
on the grass infield, I longed
for the days at the Trillium
schools, where track Marshalls are abundant and tow

truck drivers actually drove
tow trucks. Where the Chief
Instructor doesn’t just give
you an A sticker, a pat on
the back and say “Hey, let
‘er rip man!” With Trillium,
the group you are in is determined by your skill, not by
how long you have been driving or if you’ve driven at that
particular track before. Every
car on track with you is also
guided by a seasoned vet in
the passenger seat, or has
been guided for years by an
instructor in the past. Every
move is taken with constructive criticism and positive
reinforcement, and you are
reigned in if they feel you’re
getting a little over zealous.
The Trillium Advanced Driving School is $549.00 or less,
includes taxes and is for an
entire weekend (and they hold
three weekends per year.)
Not to mention they’re fully
staffed and know what they’re

doing. What a novel idea!
You can drive your car hard
in a safe environment! And
it’s inexpensive! And you can
write it off come tax time as an
accredited driving school! The
benefits just don’t end!
It’s all about driving your
car and learning while being
safe. So if you come across a
cheap track day with another
organizer, just remember that
in most cases, you get what
you pay for. Be prepared to
share the track with inexperienced drivers driving fast
cars. You know the type that
think The Fast and The Furious should have won an Oscar? But I am not innocent;
I should have paid better attention to my car. Learn from
my mistakes and you can
thank me when you make it
through the weekend without
needing a new front bumper
due to a ‘tow.’ Cheers

Bimmercruise 2013

•

BMW CLUBS CANADA - TRILLIUM CHAPTER
MERCEDES-BENZ CLUB CANADA - TORONTO
PORSCHE CLUB OF AMERICA - UPPER CDN REGION

CORRAL PARKING
BMW SHOW & SHINE
DRIVING EVENTS

Thississaamulti-marque,,multi-eventtcarrenthusiasts’’dream..Takee
advantagee off thee veryy loww entryy feee too thee Mosportt grounds,,
courtesyyoffVARAC;;chooseetooparkkyourrcarrinntheecorrall--orrnot;;
takee inn thee historicc carr racingg actionn onn trackk andd roamm thee
paddocksstooseeetheemanyybeautifullcarssattthissannuallvintagee
racingg festival;; cheerr onn yourr felloww UCRR memberss ass theyy
compete;; choosee too participatee inn thee Showw andd Shine
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competitionnwithhpeerrjudgingganddtrophiessforrﬁrst,,second,,andd
thirddinnclass,,plussaapeople’sschoiceeawardd(eachhcarrmarqueewilll
havee itss ownn competition);; goo onn drivingg eventss organizedd byy
VARAC,,suchhassaaNavigationallRallyyTour,,aaParade,,orraasessionn
off“HottLaps””onnthissworld-famoussraceetrack.
Comeeanddjoinnussforraafun-ﬁlledddayyandddooassmuchhorrasslittlee
assyourrhearttdesires..Beesureetoobringgtheefamilyy--orrassmanyyass
youucannﬁttinnyourrPorsche::generalladmittanceeissperrcar,,nottperr
person..Buttthere’ssaacatch::BeesureetoovisitttheeLegendsswebsitee
forralllofftheedetails....www.LegendsOfTheAutobahn.com

Now that the warmer weather
is upon us, it’s time to dust off
that classic (or 1 week old)
BMW sitting in the corner of the
garage and join us for our 13th
annual Bimmercruise Festival.
Being the largest one this side
of the U.S. border, you might
want to save the date on your
calendar as you’re not going to
want to miss this! Last year’s
unanimously positive feedback of the location change
to CTMP (Canadian Tire

Motorsports Park) - Mosport
DDT (Driver Development
Track) has sealed the deal;
we are having it there once
again for 2013.
The festival consists of a
show & shine competition
with hundreds of beautiful
and pristine BMW & Minis.
Don’t feel like entering your
car into the show & shine?
No problem, enjoy the scenic
2 hour cruise to CTMP/Mosport with many other enthusi-

asts through North Durham’s
beautiful countryside (cruise
departure location TBD.) Just
come to spectate, there’s
much to see!
What can you look forward
to once arriving? We are a
“well oiled machine” after
12 years! Organizers will
direct you to the appropriate parking location (based
on car models) where you
can choose to participate in
the show & shine competi-

tion or just park to spectate the event. The show &
shine (car modifications not
required) entry free costs a
frugal $40.00. This automatically enters you for a chance
to win one of many spectacular prizes from our generous sponsors. Items such
as engine/auto components,
clothing, watches, service
vouchers, wheel/tire packages & even a few $6000
Continued on next page
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Ghost Riders in the Night
Written by Bill Piekos

Continued from previous page

bicycles have been given
away in previous years.
During the show & shine
there are many sights to see,
some of which include vendors with the latest & greatest items for your BMW. If
you feel like challenging
yourself and your vehicle (all
brands welcome) through its
paces, try out BMW Clubs
Canada, Trillium Chapter’s
sponsored Solo-1 Autoslalom event on the Driver Development Track

Some of you might want
to see just how much power
your car is producing. For
the past few years we’ve included the option of using the
services from a mobile dynamometer (large device that
reads the actual power output
of your vehicle) for a nominal
cost of $80.00. A great way to
see if your car is truly running
as it was engineered by the
manufacturer. If hunger starts
to set in, on-site food is provided by the famous Big Boys
Burgers out of Durham.

Autoslalom starts early, 8
am. Attendance for the morning meeting & track walk is
mandatory. Cost is $100.00
for Trillium members, $125 for
non-members (you can purchase a Trillium membership
on the spot.) The cruise route
maps are handed out at 9 am.
Check out the Bimmercruise.
com website for location details. The cruise (to CTMPMosport) takes about 2 hours
and will depart at 10:00am.
The Show & Shine starts at
approximately 12:00pm and

wraps up at 5pm. Admission
to the park is $10.00/person
(cruise is free.)
August 25th will be a date to
remember and we hope you
will be able to join us for our
Bimmercruise event; an event
for the entire family with exciting action to watch and great
camaraderie with other BMW
enthusiasts. I look forward to
seeing you there!
Randy Sparre
randy.sparre@gmail.com
www.bimmercruise.com

Have you ever seen a car
driving at night with no rear
lights on? It seems this phenomenon is happening with
alarming regularity. The
unsuspecting driver, totally
unaware that their full headlight system isn’t on. I have
to admit; even I have man-

aged to do it myself a couple of times. Why is that?
The culprit seems to be
the design for daytime running lights; or rather its
connection to a lit up dashboard. It is not intuitive
why manufactures design
a dashboard that lights up

during daylight driving. Perhaps it is for the nice, crisp
look it offers? However,
a lit up dash at night may
give a false impression that
all navigational lights are
on, especially given that
the driver sees front beams
projecting forward. These
beams aren’t nearly as
bright as your full lighting
system, but they are still
there. The result is a ghost
vehicle with their front daylight running lights on but
none at the rear. Since the
dashboard is lit the driver is
unaware of this potentially
dangerous situation.
This issue is limited to
vehicles with automatic
lighting systems, but these
days most cars come

equipped with this system. Does this mean we
can expect to see more
“ghost riders in the night”
and if so, what is the solution?
Perhaps manufactures should forego lit
up dashboards when only
daylight running lights are
on. They could also implement an alarm that sounds
if a car is operated after
dark without activating its
full headlight system.
For the time being, do
make it a habit to check the
position of your light switch,
especially after visiting a garage for service as often they
get turned off there. Let’s be
as safe as we can out there.
Happy motoring!

•

•

Delivering
Delicious Bavarian
Rye Breads
390 Alliance Ave. Toronto, ON M6N 2H8 • Tel: 416-763-4315 or 800-268-1589

Available at Your Favourite Supermarket!
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TEDFEST 9 YEARS LATER
Written by Eddie Ribeiro

North American BMWCCA
C-Modified Champions
2007, 2008, 2009, 2011

Where can you gather car
enthusiasts that share a passion for classic BMW’s? Tedfest. When it comes down to
meeting new friends, catching up with old friends, sharing stories including helpful
DIY tips, Tedfest has always
brought car enthusiasts together for the simple fact of
having a good time.
When I first met Ted
Kalman at the 2004 BMW
Trillium show and shine held
on July 11th, he was incredibly enthusiastic. There he
was with his pristine Euro
E28 M535i which has since
been replaced with a spectacular E34 Alpina B10 3.5;
he was the first to walk up to
Peter Raposo and I after we
had parked the E12 on the
grass. He introduced himself
and we ended up swapping
telephone numbers and that
is where the friendship started. From then on, he would
call me several times a year
inviting me to his driveway
for a BBQ and to meet more
enthusiasts who love classic BMW’s. The following
year on July 24, 2005, I was
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amongst 24 other BMW’s in
a cul-de-sac experiencing
the 1st Tedfest.
In 2006, Parkview BMW
graciously offered their rear
parking lot area for the 2nd
annual Tedfest. Coincidently
as the clouds could no longer
hold their water, the multi level
parking garage proved to be
the perfect alternative. Over
the following 4 years, Tedfest
would be held at a wonderful
location in front of the Benares
Museum. This natural setting
would provide a superb backdrop for these classic cars and
their proud owners.
With the word spreading
like wildfire, Tedfest outgrew
the beautiful Benares Museum location and moved
3 kilometers south to yet
another extraordinary location; the Bradley Museum.
The additional trees provide
a magnificent canvas when
reflecting off the traditional
clam shell hoods.
The Trillium Chapter held
their Annual Club Concours
in conjunction with Tedfest.
We were delighted to have
our local BMW Club Chapter

present to support this growing gathering of enthusiasts.
The 2011 concours winners
were Dave Richer with his
rare E30 325ix Touring from
Cambridge, Ontario (Best
Sedan category), Randy
Sparre with his exceptional
E46 M3 from Mississauga,
Ontario (Best Coupe category), and Rod Hoddinott with
his understated and clean
E30 TCD turbocharged M30
from Pickering, Ontario (Best
Cabriolet category).
The raffle prizes are always a treat amongst enthusiasts. The Trillium Chapter
generously offered a 1-year
Club membership along with
an Advanced Driving School
session on the Grand Prix
track at Mosport. The 2011
winner; Philip Graham from
Toronto, Ontario was thrilled
to have won this golden
prize. I heard through the
grapevine that Philip had a
fantastic time at the September ADS event sporting his
classic 1985 Porsche 944.
If strolling through the
grass amongst some fine
automobiles gives you an

appetite then you’re in luck
because Tedfest will not disappoint. After the main event,
Ted invites everyone back to
his home for a BBQ. This is
phase two; where new and
old friends can continue their
conversations with a potluck
and cool refreshments. Before I go on, you can’t forget to bring your lawn chairs
and camera’s. The evening
is where we also see many
more good times take place.
It won’t be uncommon to
hear some great tips and
tricks on many DIY repairs.
Wait, there’s more. If you’re
still hungry for more BMW
awesomeness, a pancake
breakfast on Sunday morning will straighten you out.
Guido Hafer from Connaisseur Food Concepts is the
master chef that whips up
some of the most delicious
pancakes I have ever tasted.
This breakfast will certainly
satisfy every taste bud.
Tedfest could not have
grown without the help of
volunteers who donate their
time, efforts and skills to improve the event every year.

The Sponsors also play a
key role by donating their
time and/or their products.
I haven’t met anyone who
can’t resist the flavourful
bread Dave Read from Rudolph’s Bakery graciously
hands out to everyone. Mike
Whitman from Parkview
BMW never lets us down
with the exceptional merchandise donated for the raffles. The Sponsorship and
raffle funds allow the event
to continue without charging any fees for participants.
Peter Raposo from Innovative Millwork Solutions even
created some stylish raffle
boxes and donated the delicious BBQ meat. The past
year saw Bruno Lafosse
spend a great deal of time
putting together a incredible
website with a registration
feature that helps the Tedfest Team understand how
many enthusiasts will attend
in order to satisfy everyone
with quality food. This is just
a small portion of the great
friends who play a big part of
what Tedfest truly is about.
From the volunteers to the

sponsors, The Tedfest Team
is very grateful for the generosity from you all.
Tedfest 2013 appears to
be shaping up to become
another great gathering of
classic BMW aficionado’s.
There are a number of American enthusiasts already
confirmed to attend. Some
will have very unique power
plants in their E28’s which
would make the purist cringe
but at the end, we can all appreciate the time and effort
that have been placed into
all those fine machines that
help bring us all together.
We wish them all a safe journey to Tedfest.
Ted Kalman’s goal has
always been to get enthusiasts together who share
the same passion for classic
BMW’s. Whether you own a
garage queen, a daily driver
with some extra patina or
perhaps you no longer have
one of these timeless machines but have a special
place in your heart for them,
this gathering is for you. Let
the good times roll!

•

BMW Service Modification & Motorsport
Advanced Driver Training & Coaching
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom chromolly cages & half-cages
Complete chassis fabrication & setup
Engine building – street, track, race
DTA & Pectel race engine management
Race Technology, DTA, Pectel & Motec
digital dashboards & data loggers
Brake upgrades – AP Racing, Performance
Friction, Pagid, Hawk
Suspensions – Motion Control, JRZ, AST,
Moton & Bilstein
Four wheel alignment & corner balancing
Race wheels, slicks, track tires & high
performance street tires
Safety gear – OMP, Sabelt, TRS Motorsport,
Teamtech
AMSOIL lubricants

www.ravenperformance.com

905-477-1800
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READER’S RIDES

E46
M3
Written by Randy Sparre
Twenty-one short years
makes the time I’ve spent
with Trillium an absolute
joy; In-turn, also keeping
tire & petrol companies
prosperous! I have always
looked at a stock car as a
“blank canvas”. However,
up until 1998 I was a student and my limited parttime income negated my

expenditures on modification to purely functional
items that altered my driving experience in a positive
way.
Once I was out of
school, and had a little more
disposable income, I treated myself to more esthetic
modifications on my E30
BMW (that quickly got out
of hand!) My current 2002
M3 is my show & track tool
that still makes me weak at
the knees; in fact I catch
myself all the time looking

BAVARIAN MOTORS INC.
The GTA’s Premier BMW Specialists

Service to ALL Makes & Models
7634 Woodbine Ave., Unit #6 Markham, ON L3R 2N2
905-479-1769 • www.bavarianmotors.ca
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back after I walk away from
parking it. It has an SMG
transmission, elegant Steel
Grey color with a stunning
Cinnamon Nappa leather
interior. Just the “canvas” I
envisioned starting my continuous modifications.
Since I frequent the track
and autoslalom circuit, it
was crucial that I not only
have a quick car but that I
have a reliable motor that
didn’t overheat or suffer
from driveability issues. I
decided on equal-length
headers, a very freeflowing exhaust system
(Agency Power), Schrick
288/260 cams with a Carbonio carbon fiber intake
and a custom Mark D’Sylva
ECU tune. The higher-lift
cams required different ratio rockers and stiffer valve
springs moving my power
band up which required
altering my rpm limiter to
9000rpm. I complimented
the added revs with a shorter ratio 4.10:1 differential
which dramatically changed
the rate of acceleration in
the lower gears. All these
modifications netted an
honest dyno-proven gain of
42hp bringing the total up
to 375hp running 94 octane
fuel… not bad for a daily
driven 3.2L motor! Suspension and brakes were

not overlooked. I added
custom-made Hotbits DT1
coilovers (with shortened
bodies and external reservoirs), adjustable Turner
Motorsports sway bars,
solid subframe mounts,
custom alignment and a
Stoptech 355mm 4-piston
big brake kit upgrade. The
final, and in my opinion
most important visual modification to alter the overall
look, are the wheels. For
the street & show I ordered
a set of custom-made 19”
Speed Star Racing wheels
from Japan with very aggressive width & offsets.
Retaining factory tire sizes I
decided on 2” wider wheels
that really fill the factory
wide-arch fenders nicely.
Functionally, I run 18” BBS
RS2 track wheels with Toyo
R888 race compound tires
to attain the highest grip
levels during competitions.
Some people see cars
purely as a mode of transportation; at the other extreme, some are emotionally attached to them. Those
who know me agree that I
truly believe you can competitively race and track a
show-worthy car. My practical side uses my car hard
in competition and expects
it to drive to and from the
track; but don’t laugh too
hard when you see me wiping down the dust and polishing it up in the paddocks
between the sessions!

1989 Alpina
B10/3.5
#237
Written by Ted Kalman
Inspired by an old friend’s
ride in an Alpina B11, I knew
I wanted an Alpina to enjoy
carrying my aging body in
comfort. Being an E28 owner
for over 20 years, it was time
to move onto something different. Back in May of 2010,
I was corresponding with
the owner of a 1989 Alpina
B10/3.5, #237 of 572 in Royal

Blue. He lived out in White
Rock, BC and in June I flew
out to BC for the weekend
to test drive and view my
potential purchase. After a
few hours of visually inspecting the car and a one hour
test drive, it was mine. The
sound of the Alpina motor just
soothed my need for speed
and comfort. I flew out again in
August to pick up the car and
drove it home along I90 - without the use of a cell phone.
Along the way I stopped to
see Mount Rushmore and the
Crazy Horse monument in the

Black Hills of South Dakota.
After three days of driving I
finally reached Road America. Here the BMWCCA was
having their week long BMW
party called Octoberfest. After
spending five days with old
and new friends it was time to
head home.
This Alpina was born out of a
stock E34 535i from Dingholfing Germany. For these numbered cars, Alpina upped the
engine compression to 9.8:1
with a hotter camshaft, Mahle
Pistons, modified cylinder
head and a reprogrammed
Motronic system. This boosted the stock from 213HP to

254HP. The interior was upgraded to Recaro sport seats
wrapped in Alpina upholstery,
a Momo four spoke steering
wheel and a wooden gear
shifter. The suspension was
also upgraded with shocks
and springs especially made
for Alpina by Bilstein. The exterior styling cues were 17” Alpina wheels, Alpina badging and
a front spoiler. My car also has
the Alpina stripe kit and rear
spoiler, which were options.
It’s unfortunate that the
USA has a 25 year rule for
importing cars and Canada
only 15 years. We get to enjoy Alpina’s talent for making
great cars 10 years earlier
than our friends south of the
49th. If you are ever considering upgrading your BMW, take
a look at used Alpina’s. The
work is done and proven by
Alpina as one of the best tuner car companies in the world.

•

presented
by

JULY 19-21, 2013
Part of the Mobil 1 Grand Prix of Mosport
Canadian Tire Motorsport Park plays host to Canada’s biggest sports car race of
the year as the American Le Mans Series travels north for their only Canadian stop
of the season. This year a new model has been chosen to challenge all, the Z4 GTE.
Come cheer the drivers on with other BMW owners in an exclusive trackside
hospitality area - The BMW Corral presented by Endras BMW

Your BMW Corral Ticket
Includes All Of This For Just $115*:

• Four-day admission to the Mobil 1 Grand Prix of Mosport.
• Access to private tented area and parking in Corner Eight for Friday to Sunday.
• Tech talks; driver appearances and prizes exclusive to BMW Corral participants.
• A chance to drive your BMW around the Grand Prix Circuit in a parade lap.
• Sunday BBQ lunch.

July 18-21, 2013

Make sure you order your
tickets today - Space is Limited
*Advance sale price by July 5th.

Call 1-800-866-1072,
fax (905) 983-5195 or
email info@ctmpark.com
Order Online @
www.canadiantiremotorsportpark.com
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Serpa BMW is proud to offer all BMW Club of Canada
members 2% off of their new car purchases.
Serpa BMW is proud to offer all BMW Club of Canada
Trillium Chapter members special pricing on BMW
genuine parts and accessories.*
Please contact a dealer representative for more details.

*see Serpa BMW parts department for details

Serpa BMW
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87 Mulock Drive, Newmarket
905.895.8700 serpabmw.com

